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Modern Matriarchal Studies 

HGA (& CK) key principles: 

 

•Concrete  rather than abstract in world; 

•Not mother rule but non-hierarchical; 

•Consensus (unanimity) – system of councils – grassroots – 

consultative, participatory – democratic; 

•Distribution (sharing) vs accumulation (hoarding); 

•Meeting needs vs power over; 

•Motherly or matriarchal men; 

•Humane society; 

•Radically oriented towards life (not war industry); 

•Political action always spiritual in matriarchy (vs detachment in 

patriarchy); 

•All connected: science, politics, spirituality, all ad infinitum 

 



 
 

 
Matrilineal / Matriarchal societies include:  

 

Angola, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Ghana, 

Malawi, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and the 

country known as North Africa (Makilam) 
 

 



Ifi Amadiume - Matriarchitarianism 
 

Necessity for feminist indigenous scholarship to be interdisciplinary and intersectional, including spirituality, 

and even prophecy. 

 

She reclaims "the concept of the traditional in Africa to mean precolonial African cultures" that are not static 

or delineated by rigid time breaks. This reclaimed traditional is dynamic: past, present, and perhaps even 

future.  

 

"When we look at women's contributions and approaches to development in Africa, we see that generally 

women are guided by teachings deriving from what I would call a "relational matriarchal principle" that sees 

us all as human beings and children of one mother, umunne. I believe this to be a general and basic African 

ethic of kinship. It can further be a non-racist and non-patriarchal basis for an alternative global citizenship in 

the struggle for human rights, social justice and an inclusive development.“ 

 

"matriarchy is that the matri-centric unit is the smallest kinship unit. Its material basis is concrete and 

empirical, while the material and ideological basis of patriarchy embodies a contradiction. Patriarchy is 

disputable  since fatherhood is a social construct. 

 

(HGA Modern Matriarchal Studies) 

 

"matriarchitarianism" to capture a women-generated inclusive culture in the indigenous social structure as a 

movement  - rematriating activisms back to our centre, our core, our (African) calabash (European chalice) 

 

 

 

 



Amadiume speaks of "collective kinship", like the pan-

African concept of ubuntu. 

 

She speaks with poetry. And with love. 

 

 

It is this collective kinship and love, compassion, gifting, 

trust and respect, on which indigenous and KhoeSan 

values are based, which grounds our structures as 

egalitarian and nonviolent. 

 

This then is the Praxis, rather than the Theory, 

of Everything, of Love, KhoeSan-style. 

 



Social Structure  Social Values 

 

Interdependence 

 

Ubuntu 

 

Khoe = Human = San = Human 

Human of Humans 

A Person Belonging to Other People 

Humane Humankind 

 
 

 



Egalitarianism 

(social, gender, generational, sexualities, all ad infinitum) 
Amadiume: gender neutral Ibo term ya, and European imposition of 

gendered concepts, such as male human being or humanity, and even 

male god. 

 

Nonviolence or Peace 

 

Gifting 

 

Love or Compassion 

Trust and Respect 

 

Women, Mothers, at Centre 



Women & mothers at centre 

Sacred feminine 
 

San Healer Meneputo Manunga in Kalahari (6 countries) 

 

 





Ma-Meneputo: 

"The San people found power in the light of the moon. The 

ancients made a queen and hoisted her up into the sky where 

she became the moon. The people danced in the light of the 

moon. This is where we found our healing power."  

 

"I have told you some things that my hands made me 

remember... In the early days, the San people's hands were 

always busy. It was not like today, when the people have 

nothing to do... If you do not have money or you do not have a 

veld (field) in which to find food, you have nothing. You are a 

person without breath while you are alive." 



Matriarchy Patriarchy 

Unconditional love Betrayal 

Trust Power & control 

Surrender Lies & deceit 

Gifting Sacrifice 

Healing & Care Exploitation 

Generosity Selfishness & greed 

Fluidity Domination 

creativity Rules & roles 

Self-love Self-loathing 

Spirituality Fear 

Indigenous Viennese artifice 

Relate to the Native in you as kin Relate to the Native in me as colonial 

LOVE 



meditation 

  

love is a performance 

that needs daily 

re-enactment 

like a ritual 

a sacred iteration 

mantra without sound 

  

i love you i love me i love all 

i love you i love me i love all 

i love you i love me i love all 

  

via vibration 

through touch 

a look 

this poem 

  

"the sound of white" 

rainbow 

  

∞ 
  

i love you i love me i love all 

i love you i love me i love all 

i love you i love me i love all 

 


